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SOME NEW THEOREMS IN PLANE GEOMETRY
ALEXANDER SKUTIN
1. Introduction
In this article we will represent some ideas and a lot of new theorems in plane geometry.
2. Deformation of equilateral triangle
2.1. Deformation principle for equilateral triangle. If some triangle points lie on a
circle (line) or are equivalent in the case of an equilateral triangle, then in the general
case of an arbitrary triangle they are connected by some natural relations. Thus, triangle
geometry can be seen as a deformation of the equilateral triangle geometry.
This principle partially describes why there exists so many relations between the Kim-
berling centers Xi (see definition of the Kimberling center here [2]).
2.2. First example of application. Consider an equilateral triangle ABC with center
O and let P be an arbitrary point on the circle (ABC). Then we can imagine that O is
the first Fermat point of the triangle ABC, and the point P is the second Fermat point
of the triangle ABC. Consider a circle ω with center at P and passing through the point
O. Let X, Y be the intersection points of the circles (ABC) and ω. Then it is easy to see
that the line XY passes through the middle of the segment OP . Thus, we can guess that
this fact takes place in general for an arbitrary triangle ABC, and it’s first and the second
Fermat points F1, F2. Thus, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Consider triangle ABC with the first Fermat point F1 and the second
Fermat point F2. Consider a circle ω with center at F2 and radius F2F1. Then the radical
line of circles ω, (ABC) goes through the midpoint of the segment F1F2.
P
O
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2.3. Fermat points.
Theorem 2.2. Consider triangle ABC with the first Fermat point F1 and the second
Fermat point F2. Consider a point A
′ on BC, such that F2A
′ is parallel to AF1. Similarly
define B′, C ′. Then A′, B′, C ′ lie on the same line which goes through the middle of F1F2.
Theorem 2.3. Given triangle ABC with the first Fermat point F1 and the second Fermat
point F2. Let FA be the second Fermat point of BCF1, similarly define FB, FC .
(1) Reflect FA wrt line AF1 and get the point F
′
A, similarly define the points F
′
B, F
′
C .
Then F2 lies on the circles (FAFBFC), (F
′
AF
′
BF
′
C).
(2) Consider isogonal conjugations FAA , F
B
A , F
C
A of FA wrt BCF1, ACF1, ABF1 re-
spectively. Then ∠FBA F
A
AF
C
A = pi/3.
(3) Triangles ABC and FAAF
B
B F
C
C are perspective.
Theorem 2.4. Let F1, F2 be the first and the second Fermat points for ABC. Consider
an alphabet with the letters ”a, b, c”. Consider the set W of all words in this alphabet, and
let the function | · | denote the length of a word in W. Inductively define F
(ω)
A , F
(ω)
B , F
(ω)
C :
(i) Let F
(∅)
A = F1, similarly for F
(∅)
B and F
(∅)
C .
(ii) Let F
(ωa)
A be the second Fermat point of BCF
(ω)
A , same for F
(ωa)
B , F
(ωa)
C .
(iii) By definition, let F
(ωb)
A be a reflection of the point F
(ω)
A wrt side BC. Similarly define
the points F
(ωb)
B , F
(ωb)
C .
(iv) By definition, let F
(ωc)
A be a reflection of the point F
(ω)
A wrt midpoint of BC. Similarly
define the points F
(ωc)
B , F
(ωc)
C .
Then we have that :
(1) If |ω| is odd, then the points F2, F
(ω)
A , F
(ω)
B , F
(ω)
C lie on the same circle.
(2) If |ω| is even, then the points F1, F
(ω)
A , F
(ω)
B , F
(ω)
C lie on the same circle.
Theorem 2.5. Given triangle ABC with the first Fermat point F . Let FA be the second
Fermat point for FBC. Similarly define FB , FC . Let F
A
B be the first Fermat point of
FFBA and F
A
C be the first Fermat point of FFCA. Let two tangents from F
A
B , F
A
C to circle
(FABF
A
C A) meet at XA. Similarly define XB, XC . Then F , XA, XB, XC are collinear.
2.4. Miquel points.
Theorem 2.6. Consider any triangle ABC and any point X. Let P = AX ∩ BC, Q =
BX ∩ AC, R = CX ∩ AB. Let MQ be the Miquel point of the lines XA, XC, BA, BC,
similarly define the points MP , MR. Denote lQ as the Simson line of the point MQ wrt
triangle XPC (it’s same for the triangles XRA, APB, RBC). Similarly define the lines
lP , lR. Let P
′Q′R′ be the midpoint triangle for PQR. Let P ′Q′ ∩ lR = R
∗, like the same
define the points P ∗, Q∗. Then P ′P ∗, Q′Q∗, R′R∗ are concurrent.
2.5. Steiner lines.
Theorem 2.7. Consider any triangle ABC and any point P . Let LA be the Steiner line
for the lines AB, AC, PB, PC, similarly define the lines LB, LC . Let the lines LA, LB,
LC form a triangle △. Then the circumcircle of △, the pedal circle of P wrt ABC and the
nine - point circle of ABC passes through the same point.
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2.6. Isogonal conjugations.
Theorem 2.8. Let the incircle of ABC touches sides BC, CA, AB at A1, B1, C1 re-
spectively. Let the A, B, C – excircles of ABC touches sides BC, CA, AB at A2, B2,
C2 respectively. Let A
1 be isogonal conjugate to the point A wrt A1B1C1. Similarly define
the points B1 and C1. Let A2 be isogonal conjugate to the point A wrt A2B2C2. Similarly
define the points B2 and C2. Then we have that :
(1) Lines A2A
1, B2B
1, C2C
1 are concurrent at X12 .
(2) Lines A1A
2, B1B
2, C1C
2 are concurrent at X21 .
(3) Points A1, B1, C1, A2, B2, C2, X12 , X
2
1 lie on the same conic.
2.7. Deformation principle for circles. If in the particular case of an equilateral tri-
angle some two circles are equivalent, then in the general case the radical line of these two
circles has some natural relations with respect to the base triangle.
Theorem 2.9. Let given triangle ABC and its centroid G. Let the circumcenters of the
triangles ABG, CBG, AGC form a triangle with the circumcircle ω. Then the circumcen-
ter of the pedal triangle of G wrt ABC lies on the radical line of (ABC) and ω.
Theorem 2.10. Consider triangle ABC with the first Fermat point F and let OA, OB,
OC be the circumcenters of FBC, FAC, FAB respectively. Let XA be a reflection of OA
wrt BC, similarly define the points XB, XC . Let l be the radical line of (OAOBOC) and
(ABC). Then F is the Miquel point of the lines XAXB, XBXC , XAXC , l.
Remark 2.1. In all theorems from this section consider the case of an equilateral triangle.
3. Nice fact about triangle centers
For any i, j ∈ N if some fact is true for the Kimberling center Xi, then we can try to
transport the same construction from the triangle center Xi to the center Xj and to look
on the nice properties of the resulting configuration.
Theorem 3.1. Given a triangle ABC. Let A – excircle tangent to BC at A1. Similarly
define B1, C1. Let A2B2C2 be the midpoint triangle of ABC. Consider intersection N of
the perpendiculars to AB, BC, CA from C1, A1, B1 respectively. Let the circle (A1B1C1)
meet sides AB, BC second time at C3, A3 respectively. Let X = A3C3 ∩ B2C2. Then
AX ⊥ CN .
Remark 3.1. Consider the case when N is the incenter of ABC.
Theorem 3.2. Let the incircle of ABC touches sides AB, BC, CA at C ′, A′, B′ re-
spectively. Reflect B, C wrt line AA′ and get the points B1, C1 respectively. Let A
∗ =
CB1 ∩ BC1, similarly define the points B
∗, C∗. Then the points A∗, B∗, C∗, I, G lie on
the same circle, where G is the Gergonne point of ABC.
Remark 3.2. Consider the case when AA′, BB′, CC ′ goes through the first Fermat point.
Theorem 3.3. Let the incircle of ABC touches sides AB, BC, CA at C ′, A′, B′ re-
spectively. Reflect point A′ wrt lines BB′, CC ′ and get the points AB, AC respectively.
Let A∗ = ABC
′ ∩ ACB
′, similarly define the points B∗, C∗. Then the incenter of ABC
coincide with the circumcenter of A∗B∗C∗.
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4. Construction of midpoint analog
Definition 4.1. For any pairs of points A, B and C, D denoteM(AB,CD) as the Miquel
point of the complete quadrilateral formed by the four lines AC, AD, BC, BD.
Definition 4.2. For any point X and a segment Y Z denote M(X,Y Z) – as a point P ,
such that the circles (PXY ) and (PXZ) are tangent to segments XZ, XY at X.
Consider any two segments AB and CD, then the point M(AB,CD) can be seen as
midpoint between the two segments AB, CD. Also we can consider the segment AB and
the point C and to look on the point M(C,AB) as on the midpoint between the point C
and the segment AB.
Remark 4.1. In the case when A = B and C = D we will get that the points M(C,AB)
and M(AB,CD) are midpoints of AC.
Theorem 4.1. Let given segments PAQA, PBQB, PCQC , PDQD. Let ωD be the circum-
circle of M(PAQA, PBQB)M(PAQA, PCQC)M(PCQC , PBQB). Like the same define the
circles ωA, ωB, ωC. Then the circles ωA, ωB, ωC , ωD intersect at the same point.
Theorem 4.2 (Three nine-point circles intersect). Let given circle ω and points PA,
QA, PB, QB, PC , QC on it. Let A
′ = M(PBQB, PCQC), similarly define points B
′, C ′.
Consider points A1 = PBPC ∩QBQC , B1 = PAPC ∩QAQC , C1 = PAPB ∩QAQB. Let the
lines A1A
′, B1B
′, C1C
′ form a triangle with the nine - point circle ω1. Then the circles
ω1, (A
′B′C ′), (A1B1C1) pass through the same point.
Theorem 4.3. Consider triangle ABC. Let points P , Q considered such that PP ′ ‖ QQ′,
where P , P ′ are isogonal conjugated and Q, Q′ are isogonal conjugated wrt triangle ABC.
Let PA be the second intersection point of line AP
′ with circle (BCP ′). Similarly define
the points PB, PC . Let QA be the second intersection point of line AQ
′ with circle (BCQ′).
Similarly define the points QB, QC . Let QAPB ∩QBPA = RC , similarly QAPC ∩QCPA =
RB and QBPC ∩QCPB = RA. Then we have that :
(1) Circles (M(QAPA, QBPB)M(QCPC , QBPB)M(QAPA, QCPC))
(M(QAPA, QBPB)M(QAPA, QP )M(QP,QBPB))
and (RARBRC) goes through the same point.
(2) Lines ARA, BRB, CRC intersect at the same point which lies on the circle
(M(QAPA, QP )M(QBPB , QP )M(QP,QCPC))
Remark 4.2. Consider the case when P = Q – incenter of ABC.
Theorem 4.4. Let P and Q be two isogonal conjugated points wrt ABC. Let OPA, O
P
B,
OPC be the circumcenters of the triangles BCP , CAP , ABP respectively. Similarly let
OQA , O
Q
B , O
Q
C be the circumcenters of the triangles BCQ, CAQ, ABQ respectively. Let
MA =M(O
P
BO
Q
B , O
P
CO
Q
C ), similarly define the points MB, MC . Let O be the circumcenter
of ABC. Then we have that :
(1) Circles (OMAA), (OMBB), (OMCC) are coaxial.
(2) Let A△ = M(PQ,OPAO
Q
A), B
△ = M(PQ,OPBO
Q
B) and C
△ = M(PQ,OPCO
Q
C ).
Then A△ lies on (OMAA).
(3) Points A△, B△, C△, MA, MB, MC lie on the same circle.
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5. Deformation of segment into a conic
5.1. Deformation principle for conics. In some statements we can replace some seg-
ment by a conic.
Theorem 5.1. Consider a circle ω and the two conics K1, K2 which are tangent to ω at
four points P1, Q1, P2, Q2. Where P1 and Q1 lie on K1, P2 and Q2 lie on K2. Consider
two external tangents to K1, K2 which intersect at the point C. Let the circles (CP1Q1)
and (CP2Q2) intersect second time at E. Then ∠CEO = pi/2, where O is the center of ω.
Theorem 5.2. Consider a circle ω and the two conics K1, K2 which are tangent to ω at
four points. Let K1 has foci F1, F2 and K2 has foci F3, F4. Let l1, l2 be two external
tangents to K1, K2. Let Y = F1F4 ∩ F2F3 and the circles (F1Y F3), (F2Y F4) meet second
time at X. Consider the point Z = l1∩ l2 (see picture below). Then X, Y , Z are collinear.
K1
K2
ω
F1
F2
F4
F3
YX
Z
Definition 5.1. For any two conics C1 and C2 consider all their four tangents l1, l2, l3, l4.
By definition let M(C1, C2) be the Miquel point for the lines l1, l2, l3, l4.
Theorem 5.3. Let given conics CA, CB, CC , CD. Let ωD be the circumcircle of triangle
M(CA, CB)M(CA, CC)M(CC , CB)
Like the same define ωA, ωB, ωC . Then ωA, ωB, ωC , ωD intersect at the same point.
Theorem 5.4. Consider any triangle ABC. Let P , P ′ and Q, Q′ be two pairs of isogonal
conjugated points wrt ABC. Consider a conic CP with foci at P , P
′ and also consider a
conic CQ with foci at Q, Q
′. Then the points A, B, C, M(CP , CQ) lie on the same circle.
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6. On incircles in orthocenter construction
Main idea of this section is to construct something nice which includes incircles in
orthocenter construction.
Theorem 6.1. Consider triangle ABC with orthocenter H and altitudes AA′, BB′, CC ′.
Let C∗ = A′B′ ∩ CC ′. Let I1, I2, I3, I4, I5, I6 be the incenters of the triangles AB
′C ′,
BA′C ′, HBA′, HAB′, HA′C∗, HC∗C ′ respectively. Then we have that :
(1) Lines I1I4, I2I3, CC
′ are concurrent.
(2) Lines I6I4, I5I3, CC
′ are concurrent.
Theorem 6.2. Let given triangle ABC with orthocenter H and altitudes AHA, BHB,
CHC. Let the second tangent line through HA to A – excircle of ABC meet the second
tangent line through HB to B – excircle of ABC at C1. Let the second tangent line through
HA to C – excircle of ABC meet the second tangent line through HB to C – excircle of
ABC at C2. Then HC , C1, C2 are collinear.
Theorem 6.3. Let given triangle ABC with altitudes AHA, BHB, CHC . Let lA be the
line which passes through the incenters of AHAB and AHAC. Similarly define lB, lC .
Then the triangle formed by lA, lB, lC is perspective to ABC.
Theorem 6.4. Let I be the incenter of ABC. Let Ha be the orthocenter of BCI, similarly
define Hb, Hc. Let Ia be the incenter of BHaC, similarly define Ib and Ic. Then
(1) Point I is the orthocenter of IaIbIc.
(2) Let H
(2)
a be the orthocenter of BIaC, similarly define H
(2)
b , H
(2)
c . Then the triangles
H
(2)
a H
(2)
b H
(2)
c and ABC are perspective.
(3) Let I
(2)
a be the incenter of BH
(2)
a C, similarly define I
(2)
b , I
(2)
c . Then the triangles
ABC and I
(2)
a I
(2)
b I
(2)
c are perspective.
Theorem 6.5 (Four nine-point circles intersect). Let given triangle ABC with or-
thocenter H. Let ω be the incircle of ABC and ωA be the incircle of BCH. Like the same
define the circles ωB, ωC. Let lA be the second external tangent line of the circles ωA, ω.
Similarly define the lines lB, lC . Let A
∗ = lB ∩ lC , B
∗ = lA ∩ lC , C
∗ = lB ∩ lA. Consider
the point A! = lA ∩BC. Similarly define the points B
!, C !. Let pi be the pedal circle of H
wrt A∗B∗C∗. Then the nine - point circles of the triangles ABC, A∗B∗C∗, circle pi and
circle (A!B!C !) meet at the same point.
Theorem 6.6. Let given triangle ABC with orthocenter H. Let AA′, BB′, CC ′ be alti-
tudes of ABC. Let I1, I2 be the incenters of the triangles C
′B′A, C ′A′B respectively. Let
I ′1, I
′
2 be C
′ – excenter of the triangle AC ′B′ and respectively C ′ – excenter of the triangle
C ′BA′. Then the points I1, I2, I
′
1, I
′
2, A, B lie on the same conic.
Theorem 6.7. Let AA′, BB′, CC ′ be altitudes of ABC. Let H be the orthocenter of
ABC and A1B1C1 be the midpoint triangle of ABC. Places of the points A
′, B′, C ′ wrt
points A1, B1, C1 are the same as on the picture below. Let the incenters of the triangles
C ′C1H, B
′B1H and H – excenter of HA
′A1 lie on the circle ω1. Let H – excenters of the
triangles C ′C1H, B
′B1H and the incenter of HA
′A1 lie on the circle ω2. Then
(1) Point H lies on the radical line of ω1 and (A
′B′C ′).
(2) Circles ω1 and ω2 are symmetric wrt Euler line of ABC.
(3) Circles ω1, ω2, (A
′B′C ′) are coaxial.
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B
A
C
C′
A′
B′
H
C1 B1
A1
Remark 6.1. Compare previous theorem with ideas of Section 2.
6.1. Analog for cyclic quadrilateral.
Theorem 6.8. Let given convex cyclic quadrilateral ABCD, where AC ⊥ BD. Let AC ∩
BD = H. Let X be the foot of perpendicular from H on AB. Let Y be the foot of
perpendicular from H on CD. Let M and N be the midpoints of segments AB and CD
respectively. Let I1, I2, I3, I4 be the incenters of the triangles HXM , ABD, HYN , CAD
respectively. Let W be the midpoint of a smaller arc DA of a circle (ABCD). Then I1I2,
I3I4 and HW are concurrent.
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A
B
C
D
H
N
M
Y
X
I2
I4
I3
I1
W
6.2. Tangent circles.
Theorem 6.9. Let given triangle ABC with orthocenter H. Let AA′, BB′, CC ′ be alti-
tudes of ABC. Let the circle ω1 is internally tangent to the incircles of the triangles
HA′C, HB′A, HC ′B. Similarly let the circle ω2 is internally tangent to the incircles of
the triangles HA′B, HB′C, HC ′A. Then H lies on the radical line of ω1 and ω2.
C
A
B
C′
A′
B′
H
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Theorem 6.10. Let given triangle ABC with orthocenter H. Let WA, WB, WC be the
reflections of H wrt lines BC, AC, AB respectively. Let IAB be H – excenter of the
triangle AHWB (and let (IAB) be the excircle itself), ICB be H – excenter of the triangle
CHWB, ICA be H – excenter of the triangle CHWA, IBA be H – excenter of the triangle
BHWC, IBC be H – excenter of the triangle BHWC, IAC be H – excenter of the triangle
AHWC . Suppose that the circle ω1 externally touches to (IAB), (IBC), (ICA). Suppose
that the circle ω2 externally touches to (IAC), (IBA), (ICB). Then we have that :
(1) Point H lies on the radical line of (IABIBCICA) and (IBAICBIAC).
(2) Point H lies on the radical line of pi1 and pi2.
A
B
C
WC
WBWA
H
IAB
ICB
ICA
IBA
IBC
IAC
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AB
C
WC
WB
WA
H
6.3. Conjugations. Note that isogonal conjugation can be considered as a conjugation
associated with the incenter.
Theorem 6.11. Let I be the incenter of ABC. Let A′B′C ′ be the cevian triangle of I wrt
ABC. Let HIAB′ be the orthocenter of IAB
′. Similarly define the points HIA′B, HIAC′,
HIA′C , HIBC′, HIB′C . Let iIAB′ be isogonal conjugation of HIAB′ wrt ABC, similarly
define the points iIA′B, iIAC′ , iIA′C , iIBC′ , iIB′C . Then iIAB′iIA′B, iIAC′iIA′C , iIBC′iIB′C
are concurrent.
Theorem 6.12. Let given triangle ABC with orthocenter H. Let A′ be the reflection of H
wrt BC, similarly define the points B′, C ′. Let A′B′ ∩ CA = CB, A
′B′ ∩ CB = CA. Like
the same define the points AB, AC , BA, BC . Let iCCBB′(H) be isogonal conjugation of H
wrt CCBB
′. Similarly define the points iAABB′(H), iBBAA′(H), iBBCC′(H), iCCAA′(H),
iAACC′(H). Then we have that :
(1) Lines iAABB′(H)iBBAA′(H), iBBCC′(H)iCCBB′(H), iCCAA′(H)iAACC′(H) are con-
current.
(2) Let iCCACB (H) be isogonal conjugation of H wrt CCACB, similarly define the
points iBBCBA(H), iAABAC (H). Then the point H is the orthocenter of the triangle
iCCACB (H)iBBCBA(H)iAABAC (H).
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7. Combination of different facts
Here we will build combinations of some well-known constructions from geometry.
Theorem 7.1 (Pappus and Ceva). Consider triangles A1B1C1 and A2B2C2 and arbit-
rary points P , Q. Let A∗1B
∗
1C
∗
1 be the cevian triangle of P wrt A1B1C1 and let A
∗
2B
∗
2C
∗
2
be the cevian triangle of Q wrt A2B2C2. Let R = A1C
∗
2 ∩ C
∗
1A2, S = A1B2 ∩ A2B1 and
T = B1C
∗
2 ∩ C
∗
1B2. Then by the Pappus’s theorem points R, S, T lie on the same line
lC . Similarly define the lines lA, lB. Then the triangle formed by the lines lA, lB, lC is
perspective to the both triangles A1B1C1 and A2B2C2.
Theorem 7.2 (Two types of tangency). Let given triangle ABC and let circle ωA is
tangent to the lines AC, AB and externally tangent to the circle (ABC), similarly define
the circles ωB and ωC . Let the circle ΩA goes through the points B, C and internally
tangent to the incircle of ABC, similarly define the circles ΩB and ΩC . Let hA be the
external homothety center of the circles ωB and ωC , let HA be the external homothety
center of the circles ΩB and ΩC . Let the line LA goes through hA and HA. Similarly
define the lines LB and LC . Let the lines LA, LB, LC form a triangle A
HBHCH. Let HA
be the external homothety center of the circles ωA and ΩA, similarly define HB, HC . Then
the triangles AHBHCH and HAHBHC are perspective at the incenter of ABC.
Theorem 7.3 (Conic and Poncelet point). Consider a conic C and any point X. Let
given points A1, B1, C1, D1, A2, B2, C2, D2 on C, such that the lines A1A2, B1B2, C1C2,
D1D2 goes through the point X. Consider the circle ΩABC which goes through the Poncelet
points of quadrilaterals A1A2B1B2, A1A2C1C2, C1C2B1B2. Similarly define the circles
ΩBCD, ΩACD, ΩABD. Then all these circles ΩABC , ΩBCD, ΩACD, ΩABD goes through the
same point.
Theorem 7.4 (Conic and Miquel point). Consider a conic C and any point X. Let
given points A1, B1, C1, D1, A2, B2, C2, D2 on C, such that the lines A1A2, B1B2,
C1C2, D1D2 goes through the point X. Consider the circumcircle ΩABC of the triangle
M(A1A2, B1B2)M(A1A2, C1C2)M(C1C2, B1B2) (see definition of M in Section 4). Sim-
ilarly define a circle ΩBCD. Then we get that ΩBCD = ΩABC .
7.1. Combinations with radical lines.
Theorem 7.5 (Gauss line theorem and radical lines). Consider any four lines l1, l2,
l3, l4 and let l be the Gauss line for these four lines. Consider any four points P1 ∈ l1,
P2 ∈ l2, P3 ∈ l3, P4 ∈ l4. Let Xij = li ∩ lj, for any index i 6= j. Let r1 be the radical
line of circles (P1P2X12) and (P3P4X34), let r2 be the radical line of circles (P1P3X13) and
(P2P4X24), finally let r3 be the radical line of circles (P1P4X14) and (P2P3X23). Consider
the case when l1, l2, l3 intersect at the same point P . Then we get that P lies on l.
Theorem 7.6 (Pascal’s theorem and radical lines). Consider points A, B, C, D, E,
F which lie on the same circle. Let X = AE ∩ BF , Y = DB ∩ CE. Let l1 be the radical
line of circles (EFX) and (BCY ), let l2 be the radical line of circles (DY E) and (BXA),
and let l3 be the radical line of circles (AXF ) and (CDY ). Consider the Pascal line L of
hexagon AECFBD (i.e L = XY ). Let the line W goes through the center of (ABCDEF )
and is perpendicular to L. Then we have that :
(1) Lines W, BE, l3 are concurrent.
(2) Lines W, l1, l2 are concurrent.
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Theorem 7.7 (Morley’s theorem and radical lines). Consider any triangle ABC and
it’s Morley’s triangle A′B′C ′. Let lA be the radical line of (AB
′C ′) and (A′BC). Similarly
define the lines lB, lC . Then the lines lA, lB, lC form an equilateral triangle which is
perspective to ABC.
Theorem 7.8 (Napoleon’s theorem and radical lines). Consider any triangle ABC
and it’s Napoleon’s triangle A′B′C ′. Let lA be the radical line of (AB
′C ′) and (A′BC).
Similarly define the lines lB, lC . Then the lines lA, lB, lC are concurrent.
7.2. On IMO 2011 Problem 6. Here we will represent some interesting facts which are
related to the following IMO 2011 Problem 6 [5, Problem G8].
Definition 7.1. For any triangle ABC and any point P on (ABC), denote ω as the
circumcircle of triangle formed by the reflections of the tangent line through P to (ABC)
wrt sides of ABC. By definition let ⊗(ABC,P ) be a tangent point of ω and (ABC).
Theorem 7.9. For any four lines l1, l2, l3, l4 consider triangles △ijk, which are formed
by the lines li, lj, lk. Let M be the Miquel point of the lines l1, l2, l3, l4. Then the points
⊗(△123,M), ⊗(△124,M), ⊗(△234,M), ⊗(△134,M) lie on the circle ⊠(l1, l2, l3, l4).
Theorem 7.10. Let given a parabola K and lines l1, l2, l3, l4, l5 which are tangent to K.
Then the circles ⊠(l1, l2, l3, l4), ⊠(l1, l2, l3, l5), ⊠(l1, l2, l5, l4) goes through the same point.
8. Blow-ups
Theorem 8.1 (Blow-up of Desargues’s theorem). Consider circles ωA, ωB, ωC, ωA′,
ωB′ , ωC′ with centers at points A, B, C, A
′, B′, C ′ respectively. Let HAB be the ex-
ternal homothety center of the circles ωA, ωB. Similarly define the points HBC , HCA,
HA′B′ , HB′C′ , HC′A′ , HAB′, HAA′, HBB′ , HCC′. Let the triangle △
H formed by the lines
HABHA′B′ , HBCHB′C′ , HCAHC′A′ . Then we have that :
(1) Triangle △H is perspective to HAA′HBB′HCC′, to ABC and to A
′B′C ′.
(2) All these perspective centers lie on the same line.
Theorem 8.2. Consider points A, B, C, D and let P = AB ∩ CD and Q = BC ∩ AD.
Consider segments A1A2, B1B2, C1C2 and D1D2. Let given that the segments A1A2,
B1B2, C1C2, D1D2 are parallel to each other and that the points A, B, C, D are the
midpoints of the segments A1A2, B1B2, C1C2, D1D2 respectively. Let also given that
P = A1B1 ∩C1D1 = A2B2 ∩C2D2 and Q = B1C1 ∩A1D1 = B2C2 ∩A2D2. Let the circle
ΩPBC goes through the points M(P,B1B2), M(P,C1C2), M(B1B2, C1C2) and let the line
LPBC goes through the center of ΩPBC and is perpendicular to DA (see definition ofM in
Section 4). Similarly define the lines LPDA, LQAB, LQCD. Consider the case when LPBC ,
LPDA, LQAB intersect at the same point W . Then LQCD also goes through W .
Theorem 8.3 (Blow-up of Miquel point). Consider any four points A, B, C, D. Let
P = AB ∩ CD, Q = BC ∩DA. Consider circles ωA, ωB, ωC , ωD with centers at points
A, B, C, D and radii rA, rB, rC , rD respectively. Let given that
|PA|
|PB| =
rA
rB
, |PC||PD| =
rC
rD
,
|QB|
|QC| =
rB
rC
, |QD||QA| =
rD
rA
. Let the circle ΩPBC goes through P and internally touches the
circles ωB, ωC, let the circle ΩQAB goes through Q and internally touches the circles ωA,
ωB. Similarly define the circles ΩQCD and ΩPDA. Then there exists a circle ωM which is
tangent to ΩPBC , ΩQAB, ΩQCD and ΩPDA.
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Theorem 8.4 (Blow-up of Pascal’s theorem). Consider two circles Ω1 and Ω2. Let
circles ωA, ωB, ωC, ωD, ωE , ωF are tangent to both Ω1 and Ω2. Consider two external
tangents L
(1)
AB, L
(2)
AB to the circles ωA, ωB, similarly consider two external tangents L
(1)
CD,
L
(2)
CD to the circles ωC , ωD. Let the lines L
(1)
AB, L
(2)
AB, L
(1)
CD, L
(2)
CD form a convex quadrilateral
AB,CD and let PAB,CD be the intersection of the diagonals of AB,CD. Similarly define
BC,DE, CD,EF and the points PBC,DE , PCD,EF . Then PAB,CD, PBC,DE , PCD,EF are
collinear.
Theorem 8.5 (Blow-up of Brianchon’s theorem). Consider two circles Ω1 and Ω2.
Consider two circles ωA, ω
′
A which tangent to both Ω1 and Ω2 and also tangent to each
other. Similarly define pairs of circles ωB, ω
′
B; ωC , ω
′
C ; ωD, ω
′
D; ωE, ω
′
E; ωF , ω
′
F .
Consider two external tangents L
(1)
A , L
(2)
A to the circles ωA, ω
′
A, similarly consider two
external tangents L
(1)
B , L
(2)
B to the circles ωB, ω
′
B. Let the lines L
(1)
A , L
(2)
A , L
(1)
B , L
(2)
B form
a convex quadrilateral A,B and let PA,B be the intersection of the diagonals of A,B.
Similarly define B,C, C,D, D,E, E,F , F,A and PB,C , PC,D, PD,E , PE,F , PF,A. Then
PA,BPD,E , PB,CPE,F , PC,DPF,A are concurrent.
9. Generalizations of Feuerbach’s theorem
9.1. The Feuerbach point for a set of coaxial circles. Consider any triangle ABC
and let given three circles ωA, ωB, ωC , such that ωA is tangent to BC, ωB is tangent to
AC, ωC is tangent to AB and also given that the circles ωA, ωB, ωC , (ABC) are coaxial.
Then the set of circles ωA, ωB , ωC can be seen as a generalized incircle for ABC.
Theorem 9.1. Consider any triangle ABC and let given three circles ωA, ωB, ωC (with
centers at OA, OB, OC respectively), such that ωA is tangent to BC at A
′, ωB is tangent to
AC at B′, ωC is tangent to AB at C
′ and also given that the circles ωA, ωB, ωC , (ABC)
are coaxial. Then we have that :
(1) (Gergonne point) Lines AA′, BB′, CC ′ are concurrent.
(2) (Feuerbach point) Pedal circles of OA, OB, OC wrt ABC, the nine - point circle
of ABC and the circle (A′B′C ′) goes through the same point.
9.2. The Feuerbach point for a set of three conics. We can look on the set of three
confocal conics (same situation as [1, Problem 11.18]) as on the generalized circle. Also, we
can look at a construction with three conics and their three tangents (see picture below),
as on a generalized incircle construction.
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Theorem 9.2. Consider points A, B, C. Let given set of conics KAB, KBC , KAC , where
conic KAB has foci A and B, similarly conic KBC has foci B and C and conic KCA has
foci C and A. Consider the tangent line lB to conics KAB, KBC , similarly define the lines
lA, lC . Let the lines lA, lB, lC form a triangle A
′B′C ′. Let KA be the foot of perpendicular
from A to lA. Similarly define KB and KC . Then
(1) (Gergonne point) Triangles A′B′C ′ and KAKBKC are perspective.
(2) (Another incenter) Lines A′A, B′B, C ′C are concurrent at I.
(3) (Feuerbach point) Pedal circle of point I wrt A′B′C ′, circle (KAKBKC), the
nine - point circle of A′B′C ′ and the cevian circle of I wrt ABC goes through the
same point.
Pedal circle
Cevian circle
A
B
C
KA
KCKB
A′
C′
B′
LB
LC
LA
I
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10. Isogonal conjugacy for isogonal lines
Consider any situation with a triangle ABC and points P,Q, such that ∠BAP = ∠QAC.
Next we will see that it’s natural to consider isogonal conjugations of P , Q wrt ABC.
Theorem 10.1. Let the incircle of ABC is tangent to the sides of ABC at A1B1C1. Let
A – excircle of ABC is tangent to the sides of ABC at A2B2C2. Let A1A
∗
1 be A1 – altitude
of A1B1C1. Similarly let A2A
∗
2 be A2 – altitude of A2B2C2. Consider isogonal conjugations
B′, C ′ of B, C wrt AA∗1A
∗
2 respectively. Then the midpoint of BC lies on B
′C ′.
Theorem 10.2. Consider any four points A, B, C, D. Let P = AB∩CD, Q = BC∩DA.
Consider a point N , such that ∠DNQ = ∠PNB. Consider isogonal conjugations C1, C2
of C wrt triangles NBD and NPQ respectively. Consider isogonal conjugations Q1, Q2
of Q wrt triangles NAC and NBD respectively. Consider isogonal conjugations D1, D2
of D wrt triangles NAC and NPQ respectively. Then all the points C1, C2, Q1, Q2, D1,
D2 lie on the same conic.
Theorem 10.3. Consider any triangle ABC and any two points P , Q on it’s circumcircle.
Consider a point A′ on BC, such that BC is the external angle bisector of ∠PA′Q. Sim-
ilarly define B′ on AC and C ′ on AB. Consider isogonal conjugations BA, CA of B, C
wrt PA′Q respectively. Similarly define the points AB, AC , BC , CB. Then all the points
BA, CA, AB, AC , BC , CB lie on the same conic.
Remark 10.1. Note that the previous three theorems are related to [1, Problem 4.5.7]
to [1, Problem 4.12.3] and to [1, Problem 3.13].
11. Fun with some lines
In this section we will construct some nice theorems which includes some famous lines.
Theorem 11.1 (Gauss lines). Consider any four lines l1, l2, l3, l4. Let l be the Gauss
line of the complete quadrilateral formed by these four lines. Let g1 be the Gauss line of
the complete quadrilateral formed by four lines l, l2, l3, l4. Similarly define the lines g2,
g3, g4. Then the lines l, g1, g2, g3, g4 are concurrent.
Theorem 11.2 (Steiner lines). Consider any four lines l1, l2, l3, l4. Let l be the Steiner
line of complete quadrilateral formed by these four lines. Let g1 be the Steiner line of the
complete quadrilateral formed by four lines l, l2, l3, l4. Similarly define the lines g2, g3,
g4. Then the Steiner line of the complete quadrilateral formed by g1, g2, g3, g4 is parallel
to l.
Theorem 11.3 (Euler lines). Let given triangle ABC, let the Euler line of ABC cut it’s
sides at A1, B1, C1 respectively. So we get three new triangles AB1C1, A1BC1, A1B1C.
Let three Euler lines of AB1C1, A1BC1, A1B1C form a triangle △. Then we have that :
(1) Euler lines of ABC and △ are the same.
(2) Let the Euler line of △ and three side lines of △ form triangles △, △1, △2, △3.
Then the Euler lines of △1, △2, △3 form a triangle ABC.
Theorem 11.4 (Simson lines). Let given triangle ABC, let P be any point on it’s
circumcircle. Let the Simson line of P wrt ABC intersects with (ABC) at Q, R. Let the
Simson lines of Q, R wrt ABC intersect at N . Then the middle of PN lies on QR.
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12. On Three Pascal lines
Consider some nice situation which includes three Pascal lines l1, l2, l3 of some nice
hexagons. Then we can predict that these lines are concurrent at the same point.
Theorem 12.1. Let given triangle ABC with orthocenter H. Let AA′, BB′, CC ′ be
altitudes of ABC. Let I1, I2 be the incenters of the triangles C
′B′A, C ′A′B respectively.
Let I ′1, I
′
2 be C
′ – excenter of AC ′B′ and respectively C ′ – excenter of C ′BA′. From theorem
6.6 we know that the points I1, I2, I
′
1, I
′
2, A, B lie on the same conic, so let lC be the
Pascal line of hexagon AI1I
′
1BI2I
′
2 in this order. Similarly define the lines lA, lB. Then
lA, lB, lC are concurrent.
Theorem 12.2. Consider triangle ABC and it’s first Fermat point F . Let OA be the
circumcenter of BFC. Similarly define the points OB, OC . Let XA be the reflection of OA
wrt side BC. Similarly define the points XB, XC . It’s well known that circles (OABOC),
(OAOBC) and (AOBOC) intersect at the second Fermat point F2. Let the lines F2XA,
F2XB intersect with (XAXBC) second time at TCA, TCB respectively. Similarly define the
points TAB, TAC , TBA, TBC . Let lC be the Pascal line of hexagon TCACTCBOAOB in this
order. Similarly define lA, lB. Then lA, lB, lC are concurrent.
Theorem 12.3. Consider any points A′, B′, C ′ on the sides BC, CA, AB of ABC
respectively. Let the circles (A′B′C), (AB′C ′) and (A′BC ′) intersect at X. Let a line
through point X and perpendicular to AB intersects with (AB′C ′) at PAB and a line
through point X and perpendicular to AC intersects with (AB′C ′) at PAC . Similarly define
the points PBA, PBC on (A
′BC ′), and PCA, PCB on (A
′B′C). Let lA be the Pascal line of
hexagon PABXPACB
′AC ′ in this order. Similarly define lB, lC . Then we have that :
(1) Lines AB, lA, XPAC are concurrent.
(2) Let A′ = lB∩lC , B
′ = lA∩lC , C
′ = lA∩lB. Then XPBC , BB
′, CC ′ are concurrent.
12.1. New Pascal line. Consider any conic C and let conics C1, C2, C3 are tangent to it
at six points. Let the common internal tangents to the conics C1, C2 meet at X12. Let the
common internal tangents to conics C1, C3 meet at X13. Let the common internal tangents
to the conics C2, C3 meet at X23. Then X12, X23, X13 are collinear. See picture below for
more details.
C
C1
C2
C3X12
X23
X13
Definition 12.1. Name this line as PascC(C1, C2, C3), where order of conics is important.
Theorem 12.4. Consider three conics CA, CB, CC . Let given that there exists a conic
C, which is tangent to them at six points. Let two outer tangents to the conics CA, CB
intersect with two outer tangents to the conics CA, CC at the points P
(1)
A , P
(2)
A , P
(3)
A , P
(4)
A .
Similarly define P
(1)
B , P
(2)
B , P
(3)
B , P
(4)
B , P
(1)
C , P
(2)
C , P
(3)
C , P
(4)
C (see picture below for more
details). Let by definition union of the external tangents to conics CA, CB form a conic CAB.
Similarly define conics CBC , CCA. Note that we can look on the segments XY as on the
degenerated conics. Let the lines PascCAB (CA, P
(1)
A P
(4)
A , CB) and PascCBC (CC , P
(1)
C P
(2)
C , CB)
meet at WB. Similarly define WA, WC . Then P
(1)
A WA, P
(1)
B WB, P
(1)
C WC are concurrent.
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CA
CB
CC
P
(3)
A
P
(4)
A
P
(2)
A
P
(2)
B
P
(3)
B
P
(4)
B
P
(1)
C
P
(1)
B
P
(1)
A
P
(2)
C
P
(3)
C
P
(4)
C
WC
WA
WB
13. Facts related to the set of confocal conics
Theorem 13.1. Consider any set of points A1, A2, . . ., An. Let given a set of conics K1,
K2, . . ., Kn, where the conic Ki has foci Ai and Ai+1, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n (An+1 = A1).
For each integer i, consider the line li passing through two intersection points of the conics
Ki, Ki+1. Then in the case when the lines l1, l2,. . . , ln−1 pass through the same point P
we get that the line ln also passes through P .
Remark 13.1. Previous theorem can be seen as n - conic analog of [1, Problem 11.18].
By observing theorem 13.1 one can note that P can be seen as the incenter for the set
of conics K1, K2, . . ., Kn. So if we apply this analogy to [1, Problem 5.5.10], then we’ll
obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 13.2. Consider cyclic quadrilateral ABCD. Let KAB be an ellipse with foci
A and B. Let KCD be an ellipse with foci C and D. Let the segments AC, AD, BC,
BD intersect with the ellipse KAB at TAC , TAD, TBC , TBD respectively. Let the segments
CA, CB, DA, DB intersect with the ellipse KCD at TCA, TCD, TDA, TDB respectively.
Consider the intersection point IC of the tangent lines through TAC and TBC to KAB.
Consider the intersection point ID of the tangent lines through TAD and TBD to KAB.
Similarly define the points IA, IB (similarly for ellipse KCD). Then the points IA, IB, IC ,
ID lie on the same circle.
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We can look at the set of three confocal conics (same situation as [1, Problem 11.18])
as on the analog of the situation where given three circles ωA, ωB, ωC with centers at A,
B and C. So [1, Problem 11.18] can be seen as an analog of radical center theorem. Next
two pictures describes conic analogs of [1, Theorem 6.3.7] and [1, Theorem 10.11].
Definition 13.1. Consider any two conics K1 and K2 which share same focus F . Let
the conics K1 and K2 intersect at the points A, B. Consider the intersection point X of
the tangents to the conic K1 from A, B. Similarly let Y be the intersection point of the
tangents to the conic K2 from A, B. Then let by definition LF (K1,K2) = XY .
Theorem 13.3. Consider points A, B, C. Let given set of conics KAB, KBC , KCA, where
conic KAB has foci A and B, similarly for KBC , KCA. Let XC be the intersection point
of the lines LA(KAB ,KCA) and LB(KAB ,KBC). Similarly define the points XA and XB.
Then AXA, BXB and CXC are concurrent.
Theorem 13.4. Consider cyclic quadrilateral ABCD. Let P = AC ∩ BD. Let conic
KAB has foci at points A, B and goes through the incenter of ABP . Like the same let
conic KBC has foci at points B, C and goes through the incenter of BCP . Similarly define
conics KCD and KDA. Consider PAB as the intersection point of the lines LA(KAB ,KDA)
and LB(KAB ,KBC). Similarly define the points PBC , PCD, PDA. Then we have that :
(1) Lines PABPCD, PBCPDA intersect at P .
(2) Define point A∗ as the second intersection point of the line LA(KAB ,KDA) with
(ABCD). Similarly define the points B∗, C∗, D∗. Then the lines A∗C∗ and B∗D∗
intersect at P .
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